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New standards to be developed to support resilience 

and sustainability 

Enterprise Singapore and Singapore Standards Council focus efforts to enable 

business resilience during COVID-19 and gear businesses up for recovery 

 

MR No.: 051/20 

Singapore, Wednesday, 24 June 2020 

 

1. In the past year 1 , Enterprise Singapore (ESG) and the Singapore Standards 

Council (SSC) have developed and reviewed over 168 Singapore Standards and 

Technical References, impacting 13,000 organisations. 91 of these standards were 

new, with close to 70% focused on emerging areas most of which were in smart 

manufacturing to support Industry 4.0 adoption. These efforts continue to underpin 

trust and confidence in Singapore’s products and services for businesses and 

consumers.  

 

2. In 2020, beyond its efforts in new and emerging areas, ESG and SSC will also focus 

on addressing industry needs and national initiatives by developing standards that 

build sustainable and resilient industries and enterprises. These include standards 

that mitigate the disruptive impact of COVID-19 and bolster recovery efforts. More 

information on Singapore Standards and Technical References can be found in 

ANNEX A. 

 

Building enterprise resilience through Standards 

 

3. COVID-19 has brought to the fore the importance of standards that focus on 

resilience for businesses to adapt quickly to disruptions. It has also emphasised the 

importance of the need for resource sustainability. ESG’s guide on business 

continuity planning for COVID-19, targeted at SMEs, was developed based on SS 

                                                 
1 Referring to FY 2019, or from April 2019 to March 2020 
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ISO 223012. ESG and the SSC have made available for free viewing over 40 

international and Singapore standards across different areas to help enterprises 

mitigate the impact of COVID-19. The SSC will develop standards on business 

continuity and supply chain, ICT and infrastructure, and healthcare solutions to 

enhance resilience in enterprises. Refer to ANNEX B for standards that help 

enterprises build greater resilience.   

 

Standards’ role in supporting new and emerging areas  

 

4. As the SSC continues to develop standards that support Singapore’s industry 

transformation efforts, emphasis on emerging areas will continue. In 2020, green 

standards encompassing renewables, energy efficiency and storage will be 

developed to support Singapore’s shift to a low carbon future. Standards on 

sustainable food production will also be developed to guide enterprises on the 

sustainable use of environmental resources. Refer to ANNEX C for standards that 

support enterprises in their sustainability efforts. ANNEX D offers profiles of 

companies that have adopted standards developed by the SSC. 

 

5. Currently, Singapore is leading a number of ISO and IEC3 Working Groups, in areas 

such as smart transportation by autonomous vehicles on public roads, the 

harmonisation of waste management terms used globally, and bunkering of marine 

fuel using mass flow meter. As leaders in these areas, industry stakeholders from 

Singapore are involved in setting global benchmarks and guidelines to support 

Singapore enterprises in the global markets.  

 

6. Ms Choy Sauw Kook, Director-General (Quality & Excellence), Enterprise 

Singapore, said, “Standards are an essential part of the global commerce 

infrastructure and can provide companies with a competitive edge in the 

international marketplace. Beyond supporting our daily lives, standards have also 

improved market access for many Singapore companies and enable them to retain 

an edge even as new innovations and technologies are rolled out. Today, standards 

support business resilience, continuity planning and sustainable practices. As we 

move into a new normal, close partnerships with  industry, government and 

                                                 
2 SS ISO 22301 is the Singapore Standard for Business Continuity Management System – 
Requirements. 
3  Refer to the international standards bodies International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 
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academia will be crucial so that we can continue to develop standards that meet 

business, industry and market needs, even as we gear up in our recovery efforts.”     

 

7. Mr Robert Chew, Chairman of the Singapore Standards Council, said, “Our 

standards development efforts have changed over the years, not just creating 

standards after new technologies have emerged, but also developing standards 

alongside current advancements in science and technology. This allows the 

standards to plug market gaps and support the commercialisation or use of new 

products, services and systems. We encourage more enterprises to adopt 

standards as tools that support them, and also help develop standards in their 

respective fields.”  

 

8. The Singapore Standards Council will continue to work with partners in industry, 

government and academia to develop standards that meet industry and market 

needs. 

 

Annex A: About Singapore Standards and Technical References 

Annex B: Factsheet on standards building greater resilience post COVID-19  

Annex C: Factsheet on sustainability-related standards under development by 

the SSC 

Annex D: Companies available for media interviews  

 

- End -  
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For media enquiries, please contact: 
 
Enterprise Singapore 

Ms Yi Jing SEAH 

Business Partner 

Corporate Communications 

M : +65 9672 6435 

E : seah_yi_jing@enterprisesg.gov.sg  

 

About Enterprise Singapore 

 

Enterprise Singapore is the government agency championing enterprise development. 

We work with committed companies to build capabilities, innovate and internationalise.  

 

We also support the growth of Singapore as a hub for global trading and startups, and 

build trust in Singapore’s products and services through quality and standards. 

 

Visit www.enterprisesg.gov.sg for more information.  

 

About Singapore Standards Council 

 

The Singapore Standards Council (SSC) facilitates the development, promotion and 

review of Standards and Technical References in Singapore. This work is done through 

partnerships with the industry, academia and government organisations, under the 

national standardisation programme overseen by Enterprise Singapore. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:seah_yi_jing@enterprisesg.gov.sg
http://www.enterprisesg.gov.sg/
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Annex A 
 

About Singapore Standards and Technical References 
 
1) What are Singapore Standards and Technical References?  

 
Singapore Standards (SSes) and Technical References (TRs) are in the form of 
specifications for materials, products, services and systems, codes of practice, 
requirements for interoperability, methods of test, management systems, guidelines, 
nomenclatures, etc.     
 
TRs are developed ahead of SSes to address urgent industry demand and are issued 
for industry trials over a period of time. Comments received during this trial period are 
considered when a TR is reviewed. TRs can become SSes after the trial period, 
continue as TRs for further industry trials or be withdrawn. 
 
To ensure adequate viewpoints are considered in the development and review of SSes 
and TRs, committees and working groups set up by the Singapore Standards Council 
consist of representatives from various key stakeholders which include industry 
associations, professional bodies, academia, government agencies and companies. 
SSes are also put up for public comment before publication. 
 

2) Why should enterprises adopt standards? 
 

Standards can help enterprises to establish consistent specifications and procedures 
that can be easily understood and adopted. This ensures compatibility, simplifies 
production and product development, and shortens time-to-market. Enterprises can 
leverage standards to: 
 

 Facilitate new growth and market opportunities 

 Drive productivity  

 Optimise resources efficiency 

 Support safety and social needs 
 
3) What is Enterprise Singapore’s role in standards development? 

 

Enterprise Singapore, as the national standards body, administers the Singapore 
Standardisation Programme. Together with our appointed industry-led Singapore 
Standards Council, we collaborate with key stakeholders from industry and government 
agencies to:  
 

 Identify and develop new standards as well as review existing standards to 
enhance the competitiveness of enterprises and support social, safety, health 
and environment initiatives in Singapore 

 Publish SSes and TRs 

 Represent Singapore at international and regional standards fora 
 
For more than 50 years, Singapore has built up a robust Quality and Standards (Q&S) 
value chain that has helped to facilitate trade and strengthen Singapore’s economic 
competitiveness and reputation for quality and reliability. The adoption of standards and 
use of accredited services have helped Singapore companies to improve productivity, 
reduce costs and meet international benchmarks for practices, systems and 
performance. Q&S continues to play an increasingly important role in the future 
economy. In addition to consolidating our position as a trusted hub for business, Q&S 
also plays a key role in supporting innovation and enhancing the competitiveness of 
Singapore’s enterprises.  
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Our Q&S activities have moved upstream to support the innovation process, to ensure 
alignment between new standards and the novel technologies, products and services 
which are being developed. This involves engaging innovation clusters, research 
institutes and various stakeholders to be involved in the Q&S value chain. To date, over 
2,600 Q&S partners are contributing to Q&S development in Singapore. 
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Annex B 
 

Factsheet on standards building greater resilience post COVID-19  
 
ESG and SSC have stepped up efforts to build greater resilience to support businesses 
and the larger community emerge stronger from the pandemic. These include:  
 

A. Business Continuity and Supply Chain 
 

 Business and community resilience: To help companies develop and activate 
business continuity plans, and adapt to the changing landscape amidst the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the SSC has adopted several ISO standards as 
Singapore Standards. Organisations of all sizes and types will be able to obtain 
accredited certification against these standards and demonstrate to legislators, 
regulators, and customers that they are adhering to good practices in business 
continuity management.  
 

 E-commerce: To support enterprises in leveraging online platforms, the 
Technical Reference TR 76 Guidelines for electronic commerce transactions 
developed in Jun 2020, serves as a practical reference for e-retailers, and 
online intermediaries such as e-marketplaces  to bolster SMEs’ online presence 
in the growing e-commerce market. The guidelines provide comprehensive end-
to-end coverage of the e-commerce transactions’ process, from pre-purchase 
activities, purchasing and payment procedures, to post-purchase activities. 

 
B. ICT and Infrastructure  

 

 Biometrics and ID card: The SSC will adopt ISO standards for Biometric 
System-on-Cards, in which the acquisition of the biometric sample, for example, 
the user’s fingerprint, and the verification process are executed within the smart 
card. No biometric data is transferred to any external terminal, leading to 
increased security and privacy. Such cards are expected to gain more 
widespread adoption in payments and security access etc., and will support 
Singapore’s digital economy. 
 

 Air-conditioning and mechanical ventilation in buildings: The SSC will work with 
BCA to revise SS 553 Code of practice for air-conditioning and mechanical 
ventilation in buildings to include guidance to the industry on how to deal with 
respiratory outbreaks and reduce the virus presence in buildings.  

 
C. Healthcare Solutions 

 

 Supply and delivery of medication: Since its launch in Nov 2019, SS 644 Supply 
and delivery of medication has been widely adopted by both public and private 
healthcare providers e.g. National Healthcare Group Polyclinics, KK Women’s 
and Children’s Hospital, Tan Tock Seng Hospital. The relevance and merits of 
the SS 644  have been highlighted in the current COVID-19 situation to support 
telemedicine services. The MOH and Singapore Medical Association both 
mentioned the SS 644 in circulars to doctors intending to provide medication 
delivery.  
 

 Thermal imagers: The SSC expanded an existing standard on mass 
temperature measurement using thermal imagers, to include guidelines and 
examples for use in public areas and buildings such as shopping malls and 
polyclinics. The minimum specification requirements for thermal imagers used 
for mass screening was also updated to keep up with current technology.  
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Annex C 
 
Factsheet on sustainability-related standards under development by the SSC 
 
The SSC is developing a number of green standards that support national initiatives. 
These include:  
 

A. Renewables 

 Floating Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Power Plants: To support Singapore’s goal of 
deploying 2 Gigawatt peak of solar energy by 20304, a new standard is being 
developed to help developers, engineers and regulators design and deploy 
floating PV systems in a safe and effective manner for large-scale installations 
in Singapore’s reservoirs and seas near the shore. 

 
 Renewable Energy Certification: The renewable energy certificates (RECs) will 

improve the accounting, traceability and transparency of RECs issued as 
claimed in Singapore, and support companies in their environmental 
sustainability targets. The guidelines on the measurement and verification of 
renewable energy generation, and on the issuance, management and use of 
RECs, support Singapore’s shift to cleaner forms of power generation.   
 

B. Energy Storage and Efficiency 

 Grid-integrated Electrical Energy Storage (EES) System: The EES system aims 
to facilitate the widespread deployment of solar energy and build up local 
capabilities to allow Singapore to benefit from the growing opportunities in the 
EES market. Two new standards are being adopted to support safe 
deployment, avoid costly redesign during system integration or post-
commissioning, and shorten the debugging time for any new EES deployment. 
 

 Energy management & efficiency of equipment: The SSC is developing a 
standardised measurement methodology to track the long-term energy 
efficiency of compressed air systems. This standard aims to encourage the 
adoption and development of more energy efficient compressed air equipment 
and systems in Singapore.   
 

C. Sustainable Production 
 

 Clean and green urban farms: The upcoming standards on clean and green 
urban farms for agriculture and aquaculture can be used to certify urban farms 
that have established a sustainable farm production system. This allows 
certified farms to brand their farm produce and encourages the use of 
sustainable good practices in the local farming industry. For example, no 
pesticides are used in the vegetable farms.  
 

 Good agriculture practices: The new standards will have two intended 
outcomes. It will support the responsible use of chemicals, antibiotics and 
pesticides for the local farming community, and will align to the standards of 
farming communities within ASEAN member states. This will enhance trade 
flows and reduce compliance costs for the expansion of business operations 
within the ASEAN region. The  standards will be applicable to vegetable farms, 
food fish farms and poultry layer farms.   

                                                 
4 Source: https://www.mti.gov.sg/Newsroom/Speeches/2019/10/Speech-by-Minister-Chan-
Chun-Sing-at-the-12th-Singapore-International-Energy-Week-2019 

https://www.mti.gov.sg/Newsroom/Speeches/2019/10/Speech-by-Minister-Chan-Chun-Sing-at-the-12th-Singapore-International-Energy-Week-2019
https://www.mti.gov.sg/Newsroom/Speeches/2019/10/Speech-by-Minister-Chan-Chun-Sing-at-the-12th-Singapore-International-Energy-Week-2019
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Annex D 
 
Companies available for media interviews 
 

Companies represented in standard 
development Working Groups (WGs) 

Companies that have adopted 
standards 

 

Sunseap Group 
 
Sunseap Group is the largest clean 
energy solutions provider in Singapore, 
with operations in Southeast Asia and the 
Pacific region. The company is 
participating in the Working Group that is 
developing the standard on solar 
photovoltaics. 
 
Mr Lawrence Wu, President, Sunseap 
Group, said, “As one of the companies at 
the forefront of the solar energy industry 
in Singapore, our mission revolves 
around sustainability. Thus, Sunseap 
Group has an imperative to model the 
way and promote sustainability-related 
standards for other companies, whether 
or not they are solar-related. 
Sustainability-related standards are 
crucial not only for highlighting 
companies' corporate social 
responsibility, but more importantly to 
keep companies in check to meet long-
term regional sustainability goals.” 
 
Mr Frank Phuan, CEO & Executive 
Director, Sunseap Group, said, “The 
collaboration between Sunseap and SSC 
is a great opportunity for both parties to 
promote standards in renewable energy 
in the region. This will facilitate our end 
goal to de-carbonize the various markets 
we operate in and we share confidence 
that with our efforts, our goal will be met 
eventually. Sunseap currently has a 
portfolio of pipeline and completed 
projects that is close to 2 GigaWatt-peak 
(GWp) of solar projects in Singapore and 
around the South East Asia and Pacific 
region.” 
 
For more information, kindly contact:  
Mr Rob Khoo 
M: +65 90628842 
E: rob@sunseap.com  
 
 
 

Systems on Silicon Manufacturing 
Company (SSMC)  
 
SSMC specialises in semiconductor 
fabrication solutions and delivers 
semiconductor wafers.  In an industry 
that traditionally uses large amounts of 
water, SSMC has long adopted 
standards to implement water efficiency 
management systems.  
 
Through the adoption of standards 
SSMC has reported annual savings of 
1.15 million m³ of water annually, which 
is equivalent to around S$2.7 million 
dollars. 
 
Mr Mike Young, CEO, Systems on 
Silicon Manufacturing Co Pte Ltd,  
said, “SSMC has always been promoting 
environmental ownership with the policy 
of 3R in our operations activities and in 
close partnership with government 
agencies, industry players and 
community at large, driving towards long 
term sustainability.” 
 
For more information, kindly contact:  
Mr Chua Hian Choon 
M: +65 97902024 
E: chua.hian.choon@ssmc.com 
 
WhiteCoat  
 
Headquartered in Singapore, WhiteCoat 
is a digital healthcare provider that 
provides an integrated suite of healthcare 
services ranging from on-demand virtual 
care, medication delivery, referrals and 
other in-person medical services.  
 
WhiteCoat adopted SS 644 on the supply 
and delivery of medication to ensure the 
safe and secure provision of medication 
delivery services to its patients.  With SS 
644, WhiteCoat was able to launch 
expedited medication delivery service 
where express delivery time was reduced 
from 3 hours to 90 minutes. 

mailto:rob@sunseap.com
mailto:chua.hian.choon@ssmc.com
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Prosegur  
 
Prosegur Group, with more than 170k 
employees worldwide, is a global 
benchmark in the private security 
industry. The company offers integrated 
security solutions, combining manpower 
and technology. The company, which 
has adopted several Singapore 
standards, was part of the working group 
that developed TR 69 on video analytics 
within video surveillance systems.   

 
Mr Christian de Suñer, Head 
Integrated Technology Security 
Solutions, Prosegur, said, “The idea 
behind almost any electronic security 
solution and specially Video Analytics 
(VA) is technology detects, and 
manpower reacts. VA transforms a 
“dumb” CCTV system into a smart one 
with real-time alerts. TR69 will help 
security agencies to professionally 
advise their customers on VA system 
architecture, camera location, type of VA, 
treatment of the false alarms, etc.” 
 
For more information, kindly contact:  
Mr Christian de Suñer 
M: +65 9723 0099 
E: christian.suner@prosegur.com  
 
ST Engineering 
 
ST Engineering is a global technology, 
defence and engineering group 
specialising in the aerospace, 
electronics, land systems and marine 
sectors. ST Engineering is an 
established developer in the autonomous 
bus segment of indigenous AV 
technologies to effectively deploy 
autonomous, commuter-friendly, mass 
transport modes for intra-town and first-
last mile travel. Working with the Ministry 
of Transport and Sentosa, it completed 
the first on-demand shuttle trial on 
Sentosa last year. It is a member of the 
working group that developed TR 68 for 
autonomous vehicles. 
 
Mr Tan Nai Kwan, Chief Robotics 
Engineer, ST Engineering, said, “The 
development of a common and robust 
framework is an important phase for an 
emerging technology ecosystem, and 

 
Ms Clara Leow, Chief Operating 
Officer, WhiteCoat, said, “WhiteCoat 
continues to work closely in collaboration 
with MOH to ensure its services meet 
regulatory standards in relation to clinical 
processes, medication delivery, data 
protection and other best practices.” 
 
For more information, kindly contact:  
Mr Justin Chow 
Chief Marketing Officer 
M: +65 9667 1351 
T: +65 6909 6609 
E: justin.chow@whitecoat.global 
 

mailto:christian.suner@prosegur.com
mailto:justin.chow@whitecoat.global
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plays an important role in the 
commercialisation and operationalisation 
of the new product or technology.  
 
By establishing the ‘rules of the game’ 
and defining common vocabularies, it is 
then possible to set out the essential 
characteristics of a product or service 
and identify the relevant best practices 
within the ecosystems, thus ensuring 
successful outcomes and accelerating 
the pace of innovation. 
 
The Working Group comprise members 
from the industry, academic and 
government bodies. Leveraging our 
different domain expertise, the 
Committee is able to identify the 
components of other standards that are 
relevant for Singapore, and set out a set 
of standards that meet our needs and yet 
meet global standards.” 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 


